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Werktagen bei Ihnen - For anyone who enjoys finding the fun in the everyday, Sarah Beaman's
delightful new compendium of button making techniques is a treasure trove of inspiration. Using a
diverse array of materials--from clay and fabric to wood and shells--Beaman teaches readers how
to produce buttons that transcend their function to become works of art. Turn off-the-rack shirts
into personalized fashion statements, or add the perfect adornment to a handcrafted purse.
Hundreds of illustrations guide the reader through the various techniques, with over 30 projects
focusing on different materials and effects. Whether creating ladybug buttons from clay or colorful
spotted fasteners from felt, Beaman makes button making easy, and ensures that no buttonhole
need go unadorned again. Englisch.
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Great eBook and beneficial one. Yes, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this book from my i and dad
recommended this ebook to understand.
-- Jessyca  Lubowitz  I--  Jessyca  Lubowitz  I

The book is great and fantastic. it had been writtern extremely perfectly and valuable. I am very happy to let you know that here is the finest pdf i have
read through within my own life and can be he very best book for actually.
-- Miss Rossie Fa y-- Miss Rossie Fa y
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